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Stream their music here: 
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FB: https://www.facebook.com/NaturalVelvet/
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What the press has to say:
“R“Rock, like many genres, has been historically dominated by white dudes. And rock, like many 
genres, is being reshaped by musicians of color and queer musicians. Natural Velvet, a punk-rock 
band based in Baltimore, is one of those bands wrecking the scene. On the heels of their latest 
album, Mirror to Make You, Natural Velvet spoke to Bitch about disrupting rock’s whiteness and 
heteronormativity, making space for female rage, and creating music for women.”  — Evette 
Dionne, Bitch Magazine

““Guitars scream and twist like dancing banshees around a persistent bass slither. Corynne’s voice 
teeters in the maelstrom between a too-cool indifference and lilting waivers that bring to mind 
Lou Reed... if he were a woman… The songs move forward at their own pace, which might sound 
akin to a stagger down a long and dimly lit hallway. Whether it's drawing inspiration from alien 
lms or experimenting with feedback manipulation, the band members aren't afraid to take 
chances.” – Zach Schepis, BreakThru Radio

““Call it music; call it art; call it whatever you want, but it fucking rules.” — Melissa Caruso and 
Kevin Korber, Elmore Magazine

“This Baltimore-based shoegaze four-piece is known for loudness and intensity, weaponizing 
intimate pop hooks with dark tones, piling on distortion and overdrive to make instruments sound 
like they’re being pushed to their limit.”—Nina Mashurova, Impose Magazine

The band has performed in with acts such as: Violent Soho, Preoccupations, 
Mannequin Pussy, Shonen Knife, Cayetana, Japanese Breakfast,  Meatwave, Marching 
Church, Crocodiles, Ex Hex, Guerilla Toss, PC Worship, Thin Lips, 
We are the Asteroid



VIDEOS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O_5CFY3EvCw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lZUbiXWLxm8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=32CTdIVBt8E


IN THE MEDIA

BITCH MAGAZINE

BALTIMORE SUN

IMPOSE MAGAZINE

https://www.bitchmedia.org/article/natural-velvet-kristina-video
http://www.baltimoresun.com/entertainment/music/midnight-sun-blog/bal-natural-velvet-baltimore-mirror-to-make-you-interview-story.html
http://www.imposemagazine.com/bytes/chatter/week-in-pop-ed-schraders-music-beat-desert-fine-china-natural-velvet-da-stern-mary-ocher/4
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